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Press Release 

 

High Bond Kit 

Re-assembly of rearview mirrors made easy 

 

Duisburg, November 2017. Safely re-attaching rearview mirrors after the original 

adhesive has given up or the windscreen was replaced - what sounds like a trivial 

task at first is not as easy as it seems. After all, general road safe-ty of the vehicle is 

directly concerned. With the new product “High Bond Kit“ for the automotive segment, 

KENT now offers a new solution best suited for professional application with highest 

demands to quality.  

 

High Bond Kit was especially designed for small structural assemblies of glass to 

metal, which makes it best suited for re-installing rearview mirror brackets on vehicle 

windscreens which have fallen off - or when the mirror needs to be rein-stalled after 

the windscreen was replaced. The repair is invisible and the fastest on the market. 

Secure adhesion is guaranteed by the two-component structural adhesive. 

 

After only five minutes the adhesive has achieved handling strength. Clamping is not 

required - High Bond Kit bonds reliably in just 30 seconds. Furthermore, High Bond 

Kit has a high resistance to impacts and vibrations. Application is easy and intelligent 

and thus typical for KENT: The primer comes in a bottle with a brush. The product 

can hardly be applied wastefully, overspraying does not occur as well. But this is not 

the only reason the product speaks to cost-aware users: One package contains 

enough to last for 50 to 75 applications. 
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And this is how easy application of High Bond Kit comes: Mark the location of the 

mirror bracket on the outside of the windscreen for reference. Thoroughly clean the 

glass mounting surface and the mirror bracket. Use a razor blade to remove stubborn 

adhesive residues and degrease with KENT’s Soft Surface Cleaner. Brush the primer 

on the glass where the bracket will be installed and then brush the primer on the 

mirror bracket. Let the primer dry for 30 seconds. Apply two drops of the adhesive to 

the bracket. When you are ready to install the rearview mirror bracket, be careful to 

place it exactly on the previously marked location. Hold the bracket steady for 30 

seconds. 

Wait 5 minutes before removing any excess adhesive with a razor blade and in-stall 

the rearview mirror on the bracket. 

 

High Bond Kit is applicable for all types of rearview mirrors, also when it comes to 

tractors or trucks. The shelf life is 12 months as from opening it for the first time. Fast 

results, long shelf life, quick to reach handling-strength - High Bond Kit does not need 

to shy from comparison and at this time is one of the most profes-sional products for 

re-assembly of rearview mirrors. 

 

Available: 

High Bond Kit 15 ml primer + 15 ml adhesive 
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